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DESCRIPTION 
Specific alarm system for behind button panel mounting, can also be 
installed on the cabin roof. 

 

 

 

A Terminal blocks 
B Built-in loudspeaker 
C Given alarm indicator light 
D Received alarm indicator light 
E Built-in microphone 
F Device status LED ( ) 
G Reset pushbutton 
H Serial port for PC connection 
I Alarm pushbutton 
L Micro SD card reader 
M Fixing holes 

 

 
Models  

CODE / NAME BUILT-IN LEDS BUILT-IN BATTERY 

5HL-600 
HELPY COMPACT • • 

5HL-601 
HELPY COMPACT BASIC   

5HL-602 
HELPY COMPACT EB 

(electronic board only) 
  

5HL-603 
HELPY COMPACT W/O LED  • 
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Installation examples  

Basic 
 

 

 
 
 

Machinery room: 
Local telephone  
(for communication with the 
cabin and programming)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Behind button panel: 
Helpy Compact  
 
 
 
 
 
Other terminals: not present 
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Complete 
Up to 2 passive speaker units (for roof and bottom of cabin) and up to 2 
long range speaker units (for pit or blind landings) can be connected to 
the Helpy Compact. 
 

 

 
 

Machinery room: 
Local telephone  
(for programming and 
communication with the cabin 
and all speaker units)  
 
 
Blind landing: 
Long range speaker unit  
 
 
Cabin roof: 
Passive speaker unit 
 
Behind button panel: 
Helpy Compact  
 
Cabin bottom: 
Passive speaker unit 
 
 
 
 
Pit: 
Long range speaker unit 
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Roof 
Helpy Compact can also be installed on the cabin roof. 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Machinery room: 
Local telephone  
(for programming and 
communication with the cabin 
and all speaker units)  
 
 
Blind landing: 
Long range speaker unit  
 
 
Cabin roof: 
Helpy Compact 
 
Behind button panel: 
Cable with microphone or 
passive speaker unit  
 
Cabin bottom: 
Passive speaker unit 
 
 
 
Pit: 
Long range speaker unit 
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POWER SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS 
Helpy Compact can be powered from 10 Vdc to 30 Vdc: 
− Power input: + and  — terminals 
− Standby consumption: 95 mA 
− Consumption in alarm conversation: 195 mA 
 
The 5HL-600 and 5HL-603 models feature built-in NiMH 7.2V 800 mAh 
battery: 
− Expected operating time with a new battery in idle state: at least 6 

hours 
− Expected conversation time with a new battery in alarm: at least 2 

hours 
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TELEPHONE LINE FEATURES 
Helpy Compact is compatible with: 
− Analogue telephone lines 
− Analogue extensions of PABX 
− 2G/3G/4G universal gateways 
− ATA VoIP adapters 
 

Multi-link 
The Multi-Link function allows you to connect up to 9 Helpy Compacts 
in parallel on the same telephone line. 

 
 

Home telephone line 
It is possible to connect to Helpy Compact, in perfect safety, the same 
telephone line as the house thanks to the LTO terminals (home 
telephone line output). 
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OTHER FEATURES 
Alarm sending mode 

Helpy Compact can send alarms in 4 different modes: 
− voice 

(the call is handled, with or without codes, by a normal 
telephone apparatus or by a call centre with manual call 
management) 

− P100 protocol 
(the call is handled by a call centre according to the P100 
communication protocol) 

− Esse-ti protocol 
(the call is handled by a call centre through proprietary Esse-ti 
software or according to the Esse-ti communication protocol) 

− CLI 
(unanswered call managed by call centres with dedicated lines 
for a single alarm; excluding help request alarms) 
 

Alarm types 
Helpy Compact may send the following alarms or warnings: 

− help request alarm 
− alarm start notification 
− alarm end notification 
− low battery alarm  
− battery charge restore notification 
− replace battery alarm 
− external power failure alarm 
− external power restore notification 
− built-in speaker unit diagnostic alarm 
− pushbutton connection failure alarm 
− AL2 input activation alarm 
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− AL2 input deactivation alarm 
− IN1 input activation alarm 
− IN1 input deactivation alarm 
− auxiliary alarm 
− timer 
− periodic test call according to EN 81-28 standard 

 
Languages and messages 

Helpy Compact has: 
− 9 preset languages (Italian / English / German / French / Polish 

/ Portuguese / Russian / Spanish / Czech) 
− line-tone recognition for 90 countries 
− programming support messages 
− alarm identification messages 
− elevator identification message (customizable up to 25 s) 
− courtesy message in the cabin (multilingual, customizable up to 

25 s, resettable) 
You can customize existing messages or insert new languages 
using a micro SD card or by connecting Helpy Compact to a PC 
with e-stant software. 
 

Firmware update 
Helpy Compact firmware can be updated using a micro SD card or by 
connecting Helpy Compact to a PC with e-stant software. 
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CONFIGURATION METHODS 
Local telephone 

Helpy Compact can be configured via a normal analogue phone (DTMF 
tones) connected to TEL and — terminals . 

 
 

E-stant software 
Helpy Compact can be configured via computer using the proprietary 
USB/serial cable and dedicated e-stant software. 

 
 

 The e-stant software also allows you to: 
- update the Helpy Compact firmware 
- customize Helpy Compact messages 
- prepare a micro SD card to be used for programming, customising 
messages and updating the firmware of the Helpy Compact. 
e-stant can be downloaded at the following link: 

https://www.esse-ti.it/download/richiesta-software 
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Micro SD card 
Helpy Compact can be configured by inserting a micro SD card into the 
dedicated reader. 
The desired programming profile must be prepared and loaded into the 
SD card using the e-stant software. 

 
 

Remote phone 
Helpy Compact can be configured remotely over telephones capable of 
sending DTMF tones. 

 
 

Call centre 
Helpy Compact can be configured remotely using EPT protocol 
compliant software (DTMF tones). 
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TERMINAL PANEL 
LTI PSTN-line or universal gateway input (2G/3G/4G) 
LTI PSTN-line or universal gateway input (2G/3G/4G) 

 Ground terminal (to be used when connecting to a fixed telephone 
line) 

LTO Output for domestic telephone line 
LTO Output for domestic telephone line  
TEL Local telephone for programming and communication with speaker 

units 
— Negative 
RL1 NO Programmable relay (normally open contact) 
RL1 NC Programmable relay (normally closed contact) 
RL1 C Programmable relay (common contact) 
+ Power supply input (10 Vdc - 30 Vdc) 
— Negative 
AI Output for Given alarm indicator light (12 Vdc or 0 Vdc via jumper 

J16) 
AR Output for Received alarm indicator light (12 Vdc or 0 Vdc via 

Jumper J17) 
+12 Output 12 Vdc max. 100 mA 
C Common terminal(1) for inputs AL1 and IN1 
— Negative 
AL1 Alarm input(2) 1 
AL2 Reset input(3) (freely programmable) 
IN1 Filter input(2) (freely programmable) 
ALT2 Output for connecting loudspeaker of passive speaker unit (roof or 

bottom of elevator car) 
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MIC2 Input for connecting microphone of passive speaker unit or single 
microphone (roof or bottom of elevator car) 

MIC3  Input for connecting microphone of passive speaker unit or single 
microphone (roof or bottom of elevator car) 

— Negative 
AL1 Alarm input(2) 1 
S Output for connecting loudspeaker of long range speaker unit (pit) 
M1 Input for connecting microphone of long range speaker unit (pit) 
M2  Input for connecting microphone of long range speaker unit (pit) 
— Negative 
AL1 Alarm input(2) 1 

 
 (1) : can be connected to a – terminal, a +12 terminal or an external reference  
 (2) : allows to connect voltage free contact pushbuttons (NO or NC) or powered pushbuttons  
 (3) : allows to connect voltage free contact (NO or NC)  
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FIXING 
Helpy Compact can be secured by 2 screws or by pre-drilled double-
sided adhesive rubber supplied. 
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Fixing by double-sided adhesive rubber 
 Remove the film from one side of the double-sided adhesive rubber. 
 Attach the double-sided adhesive rubber to the button panel making 

sure that the hole reserved for the Helpy Compact microphone (E in the 
figure on page 5) corresponds to a free hole in the button panel. 

 Remove the film from the second side of the double-sided adhesive 
rubber. 

 Attach the Helpy Compact to the double-sided adhesive rubber paying 
attention to the correspondence of the holes. 
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CONNECTING THE SPEAKER UNITS 
Helpy Compact has a built-in speaker unit. 
You can also connect up to 2 passive speaker units or microphone 
cables and up to 2 long range speaker units to Helpy Compact. 
Passive speaker units or microphone cables can be installed on the roof 
and bottom of the cabin.  
In the pit, when provided, or on blind landings, long range speaker units 
must be installed. 
 Make the connections according to the methods shown in the table: 

 TERMINALS BLOCKS HELPY COMPACT 
TERMINALS BLOCKS 

DISTANCE 
MAXIMUM 

PASSIVE 
SPEAKER UNIT 

A ALT2 
6 m 

(with shielded cable)
B MIC2 or MIC3 
– – 

    
CABLE WITH 

MICROPHONE 
red wire MIC2 or MIC3 cable length 

(3 m) white wire – 
 

LONG RANGE  
SPEAKER UNIT 

S S 
50 m M M1 or M2 

– – 
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CONNECTING THE EMERGENCY CALL 
BUTTONS 

 Connect the pushbuttons by referring to one of the diagrams below. 

Car button 
Voltage free contact pushbuttons or powered pushbuttons can be used 
for the cabin. 

Voltage free contact pushbuttons 

 

Powered pushbutton (12-24 Vdc)  
It is possible to connect a powered pushbutton only according to one of 
the two following diagrams. 
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Other buttons 
The roof, bottom cabin or pit buttons can only be connected to an AL1 
terminal if they are of the same type as the cabin button (voltage free or 
powered contacts, normally open or normally closed). 
The roof, bottom cabin or pit pushbuttons can only be connected to the 
AL2 terminal if they are voltage-free.  

Note: the reset input (AL2) must be configured as an alarm input 
via the "Input configuration” programming (codes 390 or 
55). 
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CONNECTING THE FILTER INPUT 
The filter input allows you to connect Helpy Compact to a control panel 
contact in order to avoid sending the help request in the following 
cases: 
- the cabin is on the floor and all the doors are open 
- the cabin is moving and the doors will open on the floor. 
The filter only affects the buttons connected to the AL1 inputs.  
 Connect the filter contact by referring to one of the following diagrams. 
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CONNECTING THE INDICATOR LIGHTS 
The GIVEN ALARM INDICATOR LIGHT (yellow) switches on after pressing 
the emergency button to indicate the beginning of the alarm procedure. 
The RECEIVED ALARM INDICATOR LIGHT (green) switches on when 
communication is established.  
Some Helpy Compact models come with built-in indicator lights. It is 
also possible to connect external indicator lights. 
 Connect the external indicator lights to the Helpy Compact by referring 

to one of the diagrams below. To change the position of jumpers J16 
and J17 you must open the autodialer. 

12 Vdc outputs (factory setting) 

  

0 Vdc outputs 
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OTHER CONNECTIONS 

CONNECTING THE TELEPHONE LINE 
 Connect the fixed telephone line or the universal gateway to the LTI 

terminals. 
 In the case of a fixed telephone line, connect the ground terminal 

(indicated by the symbol ) to an efficient ground socket to make the 
protection of the telephone line more effective. 

CONNECTING OF LOCAL TELEPHONE 
 Connect the local telephone, for programming and use of the device, to 

the TEL and – terminals (regardless of polarity).  

CONNECTING THE RESET CONTACT 
A voltage free contact (NO or NC) can be used. 
 Connect any reset contact to the terminals AL2 and –. 

RELAY CONNECTION 
 Connect the external contact to terminals RL1 NO (or RL1 NC) and RL1 C. 
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Example of speaker unit connection in pit 
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Example of speaker unit connection at the bottom of the cabin 
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ON/OFF 

SWITCHING ON 
 Connect the external power supply (10 Vdc - 30 Vdc) to the terminals + 

and —. 
Helpy Compact turns on and the device status LED starts flashing (see 
paragraph “Device status LED ( )” on page 106). 

SHUT-DOWN 

Models 5HL-600 / 5HL-603 
 Disconnect the external power supply (10 Vdc - 30 Vdc) from the + and 

—terminals. 
 Press and hold the reset pushbutton. 
 When all LEDs are lit, also keep the integrated alarm button pressed. 
All LEDs turn off. 

Models 5HL-601 / 5HL-602 
 Disconnect the external power supply (10 Vdc - 30 Vdc) from the + and 

—terminals. 
The device status LED turns off. 
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VERIFY CORRECT INSTALLATION 
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HELP REQUEST ALARM PROCEDURE 

 

Alarm procedure with manual call management according to factory settings: 78-1 / 77-1
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Notes to the alarm procedure 
- The alarm activation delay can be programmed from 3 to 9 seconds 
using programming code 42.   
- It is possible to interrupt the alarm at any time by pressing the reset 
button of the autodialer, closing the reset input or typing *<Password># 
(factory *0#) from the local telephone connected to the autodialer. 
- It is possible to restart the alarm at any time by pressing the alarm 
pushbutton. 
- The mode of activation for communication with the person trapped in 
the cabin can be programmed using code 78: 
 . activation by code “Communication activation” 
 . automatic activation after messages (factory setting) 
 . automatic activation without messages. 
- The alarm reset mode can be programmed using code 77: 
 . reset by code “End of alarm” (factory setting) 
 . automatic reset 
 . automatic reset with local acknowledgement. 
- The codes “Communication activation” and “End of alarm” are 
programmable, respectively with codes 45 and 43. 
- For alarm procedures with call management according to automatic 
protocols (Esse-ti or P100) consult the relevant documentation. 
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Example of an alarm procedure with automatic activation and 
reset 

 
 
Alarm procedure with manual call handling according to settings 78-2 / 77-0 
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Example of alarm procedure with code activation and reset 
with local acknowledgement 

 
 

Alarm procedure with manual call handling according to settings 78-0 / 77-2
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Local acknowledgement 

 
 

 
If the local acknowledgement is not carried out the alarm automatically 
ends after 6 hours. 
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Alarm suspension 
As required by EN 81-28, the alarm can be suspended for one hour 
pending reset by the rescue team on site.  

 

Example of alarm procedure according to settings 78-1 / 77-1 or 77-2 
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Local reset rescue team 
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The alarm will restart if it is not terminated within one hour or if the 
push button is pressed again.  
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Remote reset 
You can also terminate a suspended alarm by calling the autodialer 
remotely. 
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OTHER ALARMS PROCEDURE  
You can manually manage any other type of alarm, report or periodic 
call with the following procedure.  
For alarm procedures with call management according to automatic 
protocols, consult the relevant documentation. 
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USING THE RESET BUTTON 
Note: pressing the reset pushbutton does not change the device 

programming. 

Short pressing 
Allows the interruption of an alarm call in progress.  
The short pressing is equivalent to lifting the local telephone handset 
and inserting the sequence *<Password># (factory *0#). 

Note: pressing the reset pushbutton does not reset a suspended 
alarm. 

Prolonged pressing (>5 seconds) 
Allows restarting the Helpy Compact without disconnecting the power 
supply. 

Note: Helpy Compact can also be restarted using the 
programming code 995*0#. 
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PROGRAMMING BY TELEPHONE 
Helpy Compact can be configured locally or remotely via a multi-
frequency telephone (via DTMF tones). 

Note: refer to the relevant documentation for other 
programming modes. 
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Access to programming 
To program Helpy Compact, both locally and remotely, you must enter 
programming mode using a password. The device has an INSTALLER 
password, which allows you to perform all programming (factory 0), and 
an OPERATOR password, reserved for the maintenance technician, which 
allows a reduced set of programming (factory 1).  

From local phone 
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From remote phone 

 
 

- Helpy Compact automatically answers the call after the number of 
rings set via programming code 64 (factory 2). 
- Helpy Compact does not answer the call if it is in local programming 
mode, if the local phone is disconnected, if automatic answering is 
disabled or if the telephone line is not connected.  
- The connection with Helpy Compact, after the last digit typed, has a 
limited duration and can be programmed using code 65 (factory 1 
minute). Before the time available expires you will receive the warning 
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message “To continue 0”. Pressing 0 within 10 seconds restores the time 
available to resume programming.  
 

Exiting the programming 

From local phone 
When programming is complete, it is recommended that you exit 
programming mode. 

 
 

Note: programming mode is in any case disabled after 30 
minutes of inactivity. 

From remote phone 
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Telephone numbers (INST) - basic programming – 
Up to 24 phone numbers can be stored in the Helpy Compact. 
Each number must be associated with an alarm event (source) and an 
alarm sending mode (receiver). 

21 XX Y Z N…N # 
XX  position of the number in the address book (from 01 to 24) 
Y  source 
   1  help request alarm 
   2  battery alarms (1) 
   3  periodic automatic test call (1) 
   6  built-in speaker unit diagnostic alarm (1) 
   7  external power failure alarm 
   8 auxiliary alarm  
   9  alarm end notification  
Z  receiver 

2 user (normal telephone users or call centres 
with manual call management) 

3 Esse-ti (call centre with Esse-ti protocol 
compliant software or proprietary Esse-ti 
software (HeCall or Smart HeSafety)) 

4 CLI (call centre with call management in CLI 
mode; CLI mode does not provide the 
answer to the call but only the registration 
of the caller number; mode not allowed for 
help request alarms) 

6 P100 (call centre with P100 protocol 
compliant software)  

N…N phone number (max. 20 digits) (2) 
(1): the number programming automatically enables the alarm/call. 
(2) : you can enter one or more pauses, of 2 seconds each, within the 
phone number using the * character. 
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- Multiple alarm events can be associated with the same number. 
- In the case of multiple phone numbers associated with the same alarm 
event, Helpy Compact makes calls according to the insertion position. 

Listen to a phone number again 

21 XX * 
XX   position in the address book of the number to be listened 
  again (from 01 to 24) 

Note: if there is no number in the selected address book 
position, the message “Correct” will be heard. 

Delete a phone number 

21 XX # 
XX   position in the address book of the number to be deleted 
  (from 01 to 24) 
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Telephone numbers (INST) - advanced programming – 

201 XX YY Z N…N # 
XX  position of the number in the address book (from 01 to 24) 
YY  source 
   01  help request alarm 
   02  battery alarms (1) 
   03  periodic automatic test call (1)  
   06  built-in speaker unit diagnostic alarm (1) 
   07  external power failure alarm 
   08 auxiliary alarm  
   09  alarm end notification  
   10  low battery alarm 
   11  replace battery alarm 
   12  pushbutton connection failure alarm  
   15  AL2 input activation alarm  
   16  AL2 input deactivation alarm  
   17  IN1 input activation alarm  
   18  IN1 input deactivation alarm  
   21  external power restore notification  
   22  battery charge restore notification (1) 
   23  alarm start notification (1) 
   24 timer 
Z  receiver 

2 user (normal telephone users or call centres 
with manual call management) 

3 Esse-ti (call centre with Esse-ti protocol 
compliant software or proprietary Esse-ti 
software (HeCall or Smart HeSafety)) 

4 CLI (call centre with call management in CLI 
mode; CLI mode does not provide the 
answer to the call but only the registration 
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of the caller number; mode not allowed for 
help request alarms) 

6 P100 (call centre with P100 protocol 
compliant software)  

N…N phone number (max. 20 digits) (2) 
(1): the number programming automatically enables the alarm/call. 
(2) : you can enter one or more pauses, of 2 seconds each, within the 
phone number using the * character. 
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Protocol identifiers (INST) 
If calls are sent to call centres in Esse-ti or P100 mode, the Helpy 
Compact must be assigned an identification code provided by the call 
centre itself. This code is exchanged during the call and allows the call 
centre to locate the system. 

22 X Y…Y [#] 
X  value (2 or 3) 

2  Esse-ti protocol 
   3 P100 protocol 
Y…Y  identification code (10 digits for Esse-ti protocol / 8 
  digits for P100 protocol) 
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Clock (INST) 
Helpy Compact has an internal clock that must be programmed for the 
correct operation of the periodic test call and for the timely saving of 
events in the internal or external memory. 

Note: the clock must be reprogrammed each time the Helpy 
Compact is completely powered off. 

Note: Helpy compact automatically switches from legal time to 
daylight saving time. 

Date 

36 X DD MM YY 
X  day of the week 
   0 Sunday 
   1 Monday 
   2 Tuesday 
   3 Wednesday 
   4 Thursday 
   5 Friday 
   6 Saturday  
DD  day  
MM  month 
AA  year 

Hour 

35 HH MM 
HH  hours (00 to 23) 
MM  minutes (00 to 59) 
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Periodic automatic test call (INST) 

In order to signal the normal operating status, according to EN 81-28, 
the alarm system must make periodic calls automatically. 

Note: for the periodic call to function correctly, the clock and the 
telephone number to which the call is sent must be 
programmed. 

Enabling 

34 X  
X  type of enabling 
   0  automatic test not enabled 
   1  automatic test enabled (EN 81-28:2018) (1) 
   3  automatic test enabled (EN 81-28:2004) 
Factory setting: 0 (automatic test not enabled) 
(1): standard EN 81-28:2018 provides for the reporting in the cabin of the 
failed periodic call through specific flashing of the Given alarm and  
Received alarm indicator lights (see paragraph “Test call notification 
failed (EN 81-28:2018)” on page 107). 

Note: after enabling, Helpy Compact makes the first periodic 
call as soon as the current time is equal to or later than 
the scheduled time for the call. 

Call frequency 

31 X  
X  days (1 to 9) 
Factory setting: 3 days (as per EN 81-28) 
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Call time 

32 HH MM 
HH  hours (00 to 23) 
MM  minutes (00 to 59) 
Factory setting: 04 00 

Manually force a periodic automatic test call 

342  

Example of programming a periodic call 
- Program the telephone number to which the call must be sent (e.g. 
number: 0123456789, location: 03, mode: CLI) 

21 03 34 0123456789 # 
- Enable call 

341 
- Set, if necessary, the time of the call (e.g. 10: 30) 

32 10 30 
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Language and country of use (INST) 

Language (INST) 
Helpy Compact has nine pre-set languages for courtesy message, 
programming support messages and alarm messages. 

79 XX  
XX  language (01 to 08) 

00 Italian 
01 English 

   02 German 
03 French 
04 Polish 
05 Portuguese 
06 Russian 
07 Spanish 
09 Czech 

Factory setting: 00 (Italian) 

Country (INST) 
Helpy Compact has telephone line tone recognition for 90 countries. 

68 XX  
XX  country (00 to 37) 

00 IT/SM/AL/BA/GM/MK/MT/NO 
01 GB/AE 

   02 DE/LB/LU 
03 FR/GP/GF 
04 PL 
05 PT 
06 RU/BY 
07 ES/AD/CY 
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08 BG/BR/KY/DK/ID/IR/IS/KW/MO/MW/MX/PY/UY/VE/
  YE/ZM/FO/LR 

10 HR 
11 GR/EE/FI 
12 NL/AW/VU 
13 SI  
14 HU  
15 IL  
16 AT  
17 AU/IE  
18 CH 
19 CN  
20 US/CA/JM/AI/AG/BB/BM/VG/DM/MS/KN/TT/TC 
21 BE  
22 QA  
23 SE  
24 IN  
25 TR  
26 CZ/SK/LT/MD 
27 TN/SA  
28 DZ  
29 MA  
30 RS  
31 RO  
32 JO  
33 JP  
34 PE  
35 PA  
36 AR  
37 CO  

Factory setting: 00 (IT/SM/AL/BA/GM/MK/MT/NO) 
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Messages 

Elevator identification message registration (INST) 
The elevator identification message allows you to identify the elevator 
system during an alarm. In addition to the location of the elevator, it can 
contain information on how to handle the alarm. 

 

Listening for identification message (INST / OPER) 

7201  

Courtesy message registration (INST) 
The courtesy message is voiced in the cabin during the help request call 
to reassure the trapped person. Through programming code 89 it can 
be voiced in 3 different languages.  
The factory pre-recorded message can always be reset via code 74. 
Factory pre-recorded message: “Your help request has been forwarded, 
please wait. " 
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Listening to courtesy message (INST / OPER) 

7202  

Factory message reset (INST) 

74 XX  
XX  message (01 to 2) 

01  identification message 
   02  courtesy message 
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Multilingual courtesy message (INST) 
The courtesy message can be voiced in the cabin in one, two or three 
different languages. 

89 XX YY [#]  
XX   second language (01 to 08) 
YY  third language (01 to 08) 

00 Italian 
01 English 

   02 German 
03 French 
04 Polish 
05 Portuguese 
06 Russian 
07 Spanish 
09 Czech 

Factory setting: message spoke in only one language (defined by code 
79) 
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Volumes (INST / OPER) 

Speaker units 
You can adjust the volume of the loudspeaker and the sensitivity of the 
microphone of the built-in speaker unit. Any passive, long range speaker 
unit or connected external microphones assume the same values as the 
built-in speaker unit. 

8001 X Y [#] 
X  loudspeaker volume (1 to 9) 
Y   microphone sensitivity (1 to 9) 
Factory setting: 3 (loudspeaker) / 5 (microphone) 

Note: you can only change the loudspeaker volume by typing 
8001 X #. 

Messages 
You can adjust the volume of messages delivered by speaker units. 

81 X 
X  value (from 1 to 4) 
   4 volume set for the loudspeaker 
   3 ¾ of the volume set for the loudspeaker 
   2 ½ of the volume set for the loudspeaker 
   1 ¼ of the volume set for the loudspeaker 
Factory setting: 3  
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Low battery alarm (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends a low battery alarm when: 
- the battery voltage drops below the protection threshold (7.3 Vdc) in 
the case of Helpy Compact with integrated battery 
- the voltage at the terminals + and – falls below the protection 
threshold (11.5 Vdc) in the case of Helpy Compact without integrated 
battery and to which an external battery has been connected.   

Note: using code 90039 it is possible to define whether the 
voltage control must be carried out on the integrated 
battery or on the terminals + and –. 

Note: it is possible to change the protection threshold on 
terminals + and – using code 90038, while it is not 
possible to change the protection threshold of the 
integrated battery. 

Enabling 
52 X 

X  value (from 0 to 1) 
0 alarm disabled 

   1 alarm enabled 
Factory setting: 0 (alarm disabled) 

Voltage control point 
90039 X 

X  value (from 0 to 1) 
0 check performed on terminals + and – 

   1 check performed on the integrated battery 
Factory setting:  
0 for codes 5HL-601 and 5HL-602 
1 for codes 5HL-600 and 5HL-603 
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Threshold 
It is possible to change the threshold on terminals + and – below which 
the alarm is sent. 

90038 X…X [#] 
X…X  value in mV (max. 5 digits) 
Factory setting: 11500 mV 
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Replace battery alarm (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends a replace battery alarm when it detects that the 
integrated battery is no longer able to recharge properly. 
Alarm only available in codes 5HL-600 and 5HL-603.  

Enabling 

56 X 
X  value (from 0 to 1) 

0 alarm disabled 
   1 alarm enabled 
Factory setting: 0 (alarm disabled) 
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External power supply failure alarm (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends an external power failure alarm when the absence 
of external power, to the terminals + and –, lasts for a time equal to that 
set. 
Alarm only available in codes 5HL-600 and 5HL-603.  

Enabling 

51 XX 
XX  minutes (00 to 99) 

00 alarm disabled 
 01-99 alarm enabled with an activation delay  

  of XX minutes 
Factory setting: 00 (alarm disabled) 

Threshold 
It is possible to change the threshold on terminals + and – below which 
the alarm is sent. 

90037 X…X [#] 
X…X  value in mV (max. 5 digits) 
Factory setting: 9000 mV 
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Built-in speaker unit diagnostic alarm (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends a speaker unit diagnostic alarm when it detects a 
built-in speaker unit malfunction.  

Enabling 

54 X 
X  value (from 0 to 1) 

0 alarm disabled 
   1 alarm enabled 
Factory setting: 0 (alarm disabled) 
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Pushbutton connection failure alarm 
Helpy Compact sends a pushbutton connection failure alarm when it 
detects inconsistencies in the status of the alarm inputs.  

Note: an inconsistency on the status of the alarm inputs, in the 
absence of enabling the pushbutton connection failure 
alarm, generates a help request alarm. 

Enabling 
You can define: 
- the type of alarm generated by a button connection error 
- how long the alarm must be sent if the fault is not resolved. 

241 X Y 
X  alarm type (0 to 1) 

0  button connection failure alarm 
   1  help request alarm 
Y  periodicity (from 1 to 3) 

1 10 minutes 
2 1 hour 

   3 1 day 
Factory setting: 1 (help request alert) / 1 (10 minutes) 
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Auxiliary alarm 
Helpy Compact sends an auxiliary alarm when it detects the activation of 
an input configured as an auxiliary.  

Enabling 
The auxiliary alarm is automatically enabled when an input is configured 
as an auxiliary via programming codes 390 or 55. 
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Input activation alarm (AL2 or IN1) 
Helpy Compact sends an input activation alarm when: 
- detects the activation of an input configured as bistable 
- the number of activations of an input, configured as a counter, reaches 
the threshold of activations programmed to send the alarm. 

Enabling 
The alarm is automatically enabled when an input is configured as a 
bistable or counter via programming code 390. In case of input 
configured as a counter, it is necessary to define the number of 
activations required to send the alarm and it is possible to define the 
starting value of the counter. 

Number of counter activations 

261 X Y…Y # 
X  input (2 to 3) 

2 input AL2 
   3 input IN1 
Y…Y  number of activations (from 1 to 9999) 

Counter start value 

260 X Y…Y # 
X  input (2 to 3) 

2 input AL2 
   3 input IN1 
Y…Y  counter start value (from 1 to 9999) 
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Input deactivation alarm (AL2 or IN1) 
Helpy Compact sends an input deactivation alarm when it detects the 
deactivation of an input configured as bistable. 

Enabling 
The alarm is automatically enabled when an input is configured as 
bistable via programming code 390. 
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Alarm start notification (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends an alarm initiation notification, at the 
programmed number, to signal the initiation of a help request alert.   

Note: to avoid delays in handling the help request alarm, the 
notification is always sent after the alarm call. 

Note: the alarm start notification is not sent when the alarm 
reset mode (code 77) is set to 1. 

Enabling 
Notification is automatically enabled when the phone number to which 
it is sent is programmed. 
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Alarm end notification (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends an end of alarm help request call: 
- following the local reset procedure carried out by the rescue team (see 
paragraph “Alarm suspension” on page 35), in the case of alarm reset 
mode (code 77) set to 1 
- following the local acknowledgement procedure carried out by the 
rescue team (see paragraph “Example of alarm procedure with code 
activation and reset with local acknowledgement” on page 33), in the 
case of alarm reset mode (code 77) set to 2. 

Note: when the alarm end notification recipient number is not 
programmed, the call is sent to the help request alert 
recipient numbers. 

Enabling 
Alarm end notification is always enabled. 
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Battery charge restore notification (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends a battery charge restore notification when: 
- the battery voltage rises above the threshold (7.3 Vdc) in the case of 
Helpy Compact with integrated battery 
- the voltage at the terminals + and – rises above the threshold (11.5 
Vdc) in the case of Helpy Compact without integrated battery and to 
which an external battery has been connected.   

Enabling 
Notification is automatically enabled when the phone number to which 
it is sent is programmed. 
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External power restore notification (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends an external power restore notification when the 
external power restore, at terminals + and –, lasts for a time equal to 
that set. 
Alarm only available in codes 5HL-600 and 5HL-603.  

Enabling 

90051 XX 
XX  minutes (00 to 99) 

00 notification disabled 
 01-99 notification enabled with an activation 

 delay of XX minutes 
Factory setting: 00 (notification disabled) 
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Timer (INST) 
Helpy Compact sends a timer notification when a set time has elapsed 
since an input was last activated. 

Enabling 

392 X Y…Y [#] 
X  input (2 to 3) 

2 input AL2 
   3 input IN1 
Y…Y  minutes (0 to 993600) 
Factory setting: 0 (timer disabled) 

Note: timer notification cannot be enabled for inputs configured 
as alarm inputs. 
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Inputs (INST) 

Helpy Compact has: 
- 3 not configurable alarm inputs (AL1) 
- 2 freely configurable inputs (AL2 and IN1)  

Inputs normally open / closed 

41 X Y # 
X  input (1 to 3) 

1 input AL1 
2 input AL2 

   3 input IN1 
Y  type (0 to 1) 

0 normally closed 
   1 normally open 
Factory setting: 1 (normally open) for all inputs 

Input configuration 
Configurable alarm inputs (AL2 and IN1) can perform the following 
functions: 
- input not active   activation does not generate any effect 
- alarm input   the activation generates a help request  
    alarm 
- auxiliary input   the activation generates an auxiliary alarm 
- reset input  the activation allows to interrupt  

 an alarm request in progress or  to perform 
local acknowledgement in the case of 
alarm reset mode (code 77) set to 2 

- filter input   the activation allows you to avoid sending 
    the help request alarm in the cases  
    prescribed by the standard 
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- gong input   the activation generates the reproduction 
    of a gong message in the cabin 
- counter input  repeated activation generates an alarm  

  input activation when the number of 
activations set is reached 

- bistable input  the activation generates an input activation 
or deactivation alarm 

390 X YY 
X  input (2 to 3) 

2 input AL2 
   3 input IN1 
YY  function (00 to 07) 
   00 input not active  
   01 alarm input  
   02  auxiliary input  
   03 reset input  
   04  filter input  
   05  gong input 
   06 counter input 
   07  bistable input  
Factory setting:  
03 (reset input) for AL2 input  
04 (filter input) for IN1 INPUT 

Input preset 
Helpy Compact has default input configurations: 

55 X 
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X  configuration (0 to 8) 
   0 AL2=alarm input/ IN1=filter input  
   1 AL2=auxiliary input/ IN1=filter input 
   2 AL2=alarm input/ IN1=gong input  
   3 AL2=auxiliary input/IN1=gong input  
   4 AL2=reset input/ IN1=filter input  
   5 AL2=reset input/ IN1=gong input 
   6 AL2=reset input/ IN1=alarm input 
   7 AL2=reset input/ IN1=auxiliary input  
   8 AL2=alarm input/ IN1=alarm input 
Factory setting: 4 (AL2=reset input/ IN1=filter input) 

Input activation time 
The duration of activation of an input is linked to the type of 
configuration of the input itself. In any case, it is possible to define a 
custom duration: 

391 X Y…Y # 
X  input (1 to 3) 

1 input AL1 
2 input AL2 

   3 input IN1 
Y…Y  activation time (seconds, from 0 to 9999) 

Note: you can define an activation time in milliseconds by 
entering 0 as the first digit (e.g. 0100 = 100 ms). 

Factory setting:  
3 s for alarm / auxiliary input  
100 ms for reset / filter / gong / counter input 
20 s for bistable input 
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Example of input configuration (1) 
Configuration to be performed:  
AL2 = technician on site input 
- configure the AL2 input as bistable 

390207 
- set the telephone number to which the technician on site notification 
is sent (e.g. number: 0123456789, location: 13, mode: CLI) 

201 13 15 4 0123456789 # 

- set the telephone number to which the the technician's departure 
notification is sent (e.g. number: 0123456777, location: 14, mode: CLI) 

201 14 16 4 0123456777 # 

With the previous programming AL2 is automatically configured as 
normally closed; if the connected contact is normally open: 
- configure the AL2 input as normally open 

4121# 

Example of input configuration (2) 
Configuration to be performed:  
IN1 = out of service input 
- configure the IN1 input as bistable 

390307 
- set the telephone number to which the out-of-service system 
notification is sent (e.g. number: 0123456888, location: 15, mode: CLI) 

201 15 17 4 0123456888 # 

- set the telephone number to which the in-service system notification is 
sent (e.g. number: 0123456999, location: 16, mode: CLI) 

201 16 18 4 0123456999 # 
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With the previous programming IN1 is automatically configured as 
normally closed; if the connected contact is normally open: 
- configure the IN1 input as normally open 

4131# 

Example of input configuration (3) 
Configurations to be made: 
IN1 = door opening/closing counter input  
Timer notification for prolonged door inactivity    
- configure IN1 input as counter 

390306 
- configure the door opening/closing number necessary to receive the 
notification (e.g. 5000) 

26135000# 
- configure, if necessary, the starting value of the counter (e.g. 3000 
rides) 

26033000# 
- set the telephone number of the recipient of the notification when the 
set door opening/closing number is reached (e.g. number: 0123456555, 
location: 19, mode: CLI) 

201 19 17 4 0123456555 # 

- configure the timer to detect prolonged inactivity (e.g. 24 hours = 
1440 minutes) 

39231440# 
- set the telephone number to which the timer notification is sent (e.g. 
number: 0123456444, location: 20, mode: CLI) 

201 20 24 4 0123456444 # 
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Filter (INST / OPER) 

The purpose of the alarm filter function, prescribed by EN 81-28, is to 
avoid sending the alarm requested by the cabin button (connected to 
AL1) in the following cases: 
- the cabin is on the floor and all the doors are open 
- the cabin is moving and the doors will open on the floor. 
The filter has no effect on the buttons connected to input AL2.  
The filter function requires the connection of the appropriate control 
panel contact to the filter input of the Helpy Compact (factory input 
IN1).  

Note: the filter input can be configured via code 390 and can be 
defined as normally open / closed via code 41. 

Enabling 

53 X 
X  value (from 0 to 1) 

0 filter disabled 
   1 filter enabled 
Factory setting: 0 (filter disabled) 

Bypass 
To allow manual testing of the help request alarm by the technician, the 
filter must be able to be bypassed when the button is held down for a 
set time between 15 and 30 seconds.  

49 XX 
XX  seconds (15 to 30; 99 = no bypass) 
Factory setting: 30 seconds 
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Help request alarm management (INST) 

Emergency call buttons delay 
The help request buttons are the pushbuttons connected to the inputs 
configured as alarm inputs.  
To activate a help request alarm it is necessary to keep the button 
pressed for a time equal to the set delay. 

Note: the delay of the emergency request pushbutton is 
equivalent to the activation time of the alarm input 
defined with code 391. 

42 X 
X  delay (seconds, 2 to 9) 
Factory setting: 3 seconds (as per EN 81-28) 

Message of insufficient duration of button pressing 
Helpy Compact can sound the message “Keep alarm button pressed” in 
the cabin when the alarm button is pressed for less time than necessary 
to activate the alarm.  

90041 X 
X  value (from 0 to 1) 

0 message disabled 
   1 message enabled 
Factory setting: 0 (message disabled) 
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Operation in the absence of a telephone line 
It is possible to define the behaviour of audio/light signals in the cabin 
in the event of an alarm in the absence of a telephone line.  

25 X 
X  value (from 1 to 3) 
   1 Given alarm indicator light on and delivering 
of     courtesy message 
   2 Given alarm indicator light off and no  
    courtesy message    
   3 Given alarm indicator light on and no  
    courtesy message 
Factory setting: 1 (Given alarm indicator light on and delivering of 
courtesy message) 

Repeating courtesy message 
The courtesy message is voiced in the cabin during the help request call 
to reassure the trapped person until communication with the help 
request centre is established. 
You can define the waiting time between courtesy messages.  

270 XX 
XX  seconds (02 to 59; 00 = no courtesy message; 
  01 = one courtesy message for each call) 
Factory setting: 01 (one courtesy message for each call) 

Call sending delay 
In case of activation of the alarm Helpy Compact sounds the courtesy 
message in the cabin and at the same time sends the alarm call.  
You may delay sending the call until the courtesy message is delivered.  
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9002 X 
X  seconds delay of sending the call (from 0 to 9) 
Factory setting: 3 seconds 

Two-way communication mode 
Communication between the trapped person and the rescue centre can 
be activated in the following ways: 
- by code “Communication activation”:  
the recipient of the help request call, after answering the call and 
listening to the identification messages (of the alarm type and elevator), 
must type the code “Communication activation” (factory 0) to talk to the 
trapped person 
- automatic after messages:  
the recipient of the help request call, after answering the call and 
listening to the identification messages (of the alarm type and the 
elevator), is automatically placed in communication with the trapped 
person; it is possible to speed up the two-way communication passage 
by typing the code “Communication activation” (factory 0) 
- automatic and immediate:  
the recipient of the help request call, after answering the call, is 
immediately placed in communication with the trapped person; it is 
possible to listen to the identification messages (of the alarm type and 
the elevator) by typing the code “Play identification message” (factory 
5).  

78 X 
X  value (from 0 to 1) 
   0 via code “Communication activation”  
   1 automatic after messages  
   2 automatic and immediate 
Factory setting: 1 (automatic after messages) 
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Communication message activated 
Helpy Compact can sound the message "Communication activated” in 
the cabin when: 
- communication between the cabin and the rescue centre is activated 
during an alarm (remote communication) 
- a remote user calls Helpy Compact and activates communication with 
the cabin (remote communication) 
- the technician lifts the local telephone handset in the machine room, 
starting communication with the cabin (local communication).  

271 X 
X  value (from 0 to 2) 

0 no sounding 
   1 message sounded only in case of  
    remote communication 
   2 message sounded each time the  
    communication with the cabin is activated 
Factory setting: 1 (message sounded only in case of remote 
communication) 

Duration of communication with the cabin 
The two-way communication with the cabin during the alarm has a 
limited and programmable duration. Helpy Compact sends a warning 
message when the time is running out. To restore communication time, 
the caller must type zero. 

46 X 
X  minutes (2 to 9) 
Factory setting: 2 minutes 
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Alarm reset mode 
Resetting the alarm by the rescue centre can take place in the following 
ways: 
- by code “End of alarm”:  
the recipient of the help request call, after talking to the trapped person, 
must type the code “End of alarm” (factory 9) to reset the alarm; you can 
suspend the alarm by typing the code “Exclusion” (factory 1) 
- automatic reset:  
the recipient of the help request call, after talking to the trapped person, 
must hang up to reset the alarm 
- automatic reset with local acknowledgement:  
the recipient of the help request call, after talking to the trapped person, 
must hang up to end the call; the alarm ends if the reset pushbutton is 
pressed or the reset input of the Helpy Compact is closed by the rescue 
team or automatically  after 6 hours.  

77 X 
X  value (from 0 to 2) 
   0  automatic reset  
   1 via “End of alarm” code   
   2 automatic reset with local   
    acknowledgement 
Factory setting: 1 (via code “End of alarm”) 
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Alarm management codes (INST) 

You can customize the codes used by the recipients of alarm calls in 
user mode.  

Note: alarm management codes must always be different from 
each other. 

Code “Play identification message” 
It is the code that you must type after answering an alarm call to listen 
again to the elevator identification message and to the type of alarm 
message. 

47 X…X [#] 
X…X  code (1 to 3 digits) 
Factory setting: 5  

Code “Communication activation” 
This is the code you must type to activate communication with the 
person trapped in the cabin during a help request alarm. 

45 X…X [#] 
X…X  code (1 to 3 digits) 
Factory setting: 0  

“End of alarm” code 
This is the code you must type to end the alarms. 

43 X…X [#] 
X…X  code (1 to 3 digits or #) 
Factory setting: 9  
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“Exclusion” Code 
This is the code you must type to: 
- suspend a help request alert 
- not be recalled in subsequent call cycles in the case of periodic calls or 
other types of alarm. 

44 X…X [#] 
X…X  code (1 to 3 digits) 
Factory setting: 1  
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Call cycles (INST) 

During an alarm (or periodic call) Helpy Compact sequentially calls all 
phone numbers associated with the alarm type (call cycle): 
- until you receive the end of alarm code 
- until the number of call cycles provided is exhausted. 
Within the same call cycle Helpy Compact can call the same phone 
number multiple times before moving on to the next one.  

Call cycles for emergency call alarms 
You can define the number of call cycles in the case of help request 
alarms. 

69 X 
X  cycles (1 to 9; 0 = unlimited cycles) 
Factory setting: 0 (unlimited cycles)  

Call cycles for other alarms and periodic calls 
You can define the number of call cycles in the case of other alarms or 
periodic calls. 

62 X 
X  cycles (1 to 9; 0 = 10 cycles) 
Factory setting: 3 cycles  

Calls to the same phone number in each call cycle 
You can define how many consecutive Helpy Compact calls you need to 
make to each phone number before switching to the next number in the 
same call cycle. 

60 X 
X  calls (1 to 9) 
Factory setting: 1 call  
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Waiting between calls to the same phone number in the case 
of emergency call alarms 

It is possible to define the waiting time between calls to the same 
telephone number in the case of help request alarms. 

57 X 
X  value (from 0 to 9) 
   0 30 seconds  
   1 60 seconds    
   2 90 seconds 
   3 120 seconds 
   4 150 seconds 
   5 180 seconds 
   6 210 seconds 
   7 240 seconds 
   8 270 seconds 
   9 300 seconds 
Factory setting: 0 (30 seconds)  

Waiting between calls to the same phone number in the case 
of other alarms and periodic calls 

It is possible to define the waiting time between calls to the same 
telephone number in the case of other alarms or periodic calls. 

58 XX 
XX  minutes (01 to 99; 00 = 30 seconds) 
Factory setting: 02 minutes  
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Automatic response (INST) 

Helpy Compact can answer incoming calls to allow a remote user to 
communicate with the cabin, program or activate the relay.  

Enable automatic response 

64 X 
X  rings before response (1 to 9; 0= response off) 
Factory setting: 2 rings  

Operation after automatic response 
After the response Helpy Compact can automatically activate 
communication with the cabin or allow access to programming via 
password.  

76 X 
X  value (from 0 to 1) 
   0  programming mode   
   1  direct connection to the cabin  
Factory setting: 0 (programming mode)  

Note: in the case of direct connection with the cabin it is always 
possible to access the programming mode by typing 
*<Password># (factory *0#). 

Connection duration after automatic response 
Connection after automatic response has a limited and programmable 
duration. Helpy Compact sends a warning message when the time is 
running out. To restore the available time, the remote user must type 
zero. 

65 X 
X  minutes (1 to 9) 
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Factory setting: 1 minute 
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CLI call duration (INST) 
CLI mode is a mode of sending periodic or alarm calls to call centres 
with dedicated lines for each type of alarm. It is sufficient that the call 
reaches a free line to be registered by the call centre without needing to 
be answered.  
Because call centre phone lines are sometimes redirected from one 
number to another, CLI calls do not stop as soon as a free line is 
reached, but continue for a programmable duration so that they are 
correctly registered. 

67 XX 
XX  seconds (00 to 99) 
Factory setting: 10 seconds 
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DTMF Duration (INST) 
You can define the duration of DTMF tones generated by Helpy 
Compact during protocol connections (P100 or Esse-ti) or when dialling 
telephone numbers. 

83 X 
X  value (from 1 to 9) 
   1 50 ms     
   2 100 ms 
   3 150 ms 
   4 200 seconds 
   5 250 seconds 
   6 300 seconds 
   7 350 seconds 
   8 400 seconds 
   9 450 seconds 
Factory setting: 2 (100 ms) 
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Multi-link function (INST) 
The Multi-Link function allows you to connect up to 9 Helpy Compacts 
in parallel on the same telephone line (LTI terminals). Each Helpy 
Compact must be assigned a unique identifier from 1 (master) to 9. 

Enabling 

86 X 
X  identifier (from 1 to 9; 0 =  function disabled; 1 = Helpy  
  Compact master; 2 ~ 9 = Helpy Compact slave) 
Factory setting: 0 (function disabled) 

Note: for the Multi-link function to work properly, a Helpy 
Compact must always be defined as a master. 

Outgoing calls 
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Incoming calls 

 

Note: for the Multi-link function to work correctly, in case of 
incoming calls, automatic response (code 64) must be 
enabled. 
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Relay (INST) 
Helpy Compact has a programmable relay that can take on several 
functions. 

Configuration 

751 X 
X  value (from 1 to 8) 
   1 same behaviour as AI output 
   2 same behaviour as AR output 
   3 activation in the absence of external power 
    supply (e.g. to control the emergency lamp 
    in the cabin) 
   4  door opening function (activation by  
    the user via code 821) 

5 activation for the entire duration of the help 
request alarm (e.g. to control the lights on 
the floors) 

   6 activation while pressing the alarm buttons 
    (e.g. to control a siren) 
   7 activation without a telephone line 
   8 activation in case of low battery  
Factory setting: 4 (door opening function) 

Intermittent 
You can define the relay activation mode, whether fixed or intermittent. 

Note: intermittent activation is only possible when code 751 is 
set to 1, 2, or 5. 

301 X 
X  value (from 0 to 1) 
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   0  continuous activation 
   1 intermittent activation (500 ms ON / 500 
    ms OFF)    
Factory setting: 0 (continuous activation) 
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Password (INST) 
To program Helpy Compact, both locally and remotely, you must enter 
programming mode using a password. The device has an INSTALLER 
password, which allows you to perform all programming (factory 0), and 
an OPERATOR password, reserved for the maintenance technician, which 
allows a reduced set of programming (factory 1). 

Note: it is advisable to make a WRITTEN NOTE of the password. 
In case of loss, contact a technical assistance centre. 

Editing the installer password 

91 X…X [*] Y…Y [*] Y…Y [*] 
X…X old password (max. 5 digits) 
Y…Y new password (max. 5 digits) 

Note: type * for password with less than 5 digits in length. 

Editing the operator password 

92 X…X [*] Y…Y [*] Y…Y [*] 
X…X old password (max. 5 digits) 
Y…Y new password (max. 5 digits) 

Note: type * for password with less than 5 digits in length. 
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Back listening of programming (INST) 
You can listen back to every Helpy Compact program. 

X...X * 
X...X  programming code 

Examples 
Enabling test call: 

34 * 
Speaker unit volume: 

8001 * 
Protocol identifier: 

22 X * 
   X value (2 or 3) 

2  Esse-ti protocol 
   3 P100 protocol 
Inputs normally open / closed: 

41 X * 
   X input (1 to 3) 

1 input AL1 
2 input AL2 

   3 input IN1 
Input configuration: 

390 X * 
   X input (2 to 3) 

2 input AL2 
   3 input IN1 
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Factory settings reset (INST) 
All Helpy Compact factory settings can be reset except for the 
parameters required to send alarm calls (phone numbers, date and time, 
protocol identifiers, language and country of use, DTMF duration and 
message text). 

99 * X ...X # 
X...X  installer password (factory 0) 

Deleting numbers in the address book 
You can delete phone numbers and reset all Helpy Compact factory 
settings (except date and time, protocol identifiers, language and 
country of use, DTMF duration and message text). 

993 * X ...X # 
X...X  installer password (factory 0) 

Deletion of numbers in the address book and Esse-ti protocol 
identifier 

You can delete phone and Esse-ti protocol identifier and reset all Helpy 
Compact factory settings (except date and time, P100 protocol identifier, 
language and country of use, DTMF duration and message text). 

997 * X ...X # 
X...X  installer password (factory 0) 
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Communication with all speaker units (INST / OPER) 
You can enable communication with all installed speaker units: 

11 
To turn off communication: 

10 
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Power supply voltage reading (INST) 
You can listen again to the value of the external power supply voltage 
expressed in mV: 

37 * 
You can listen again to the battery voltage value (if present) expressed in 
mV: 

38 * 
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Alarm test (INST) 
Each type of alarm can be started using the programming code: 

90099 XX 
XX  source  
   01  help request alarm 
   02  battery alarms  
   03  periodic automatic test call  
   06  built-in speaker unit diagnostic alarm  
   07  external power failure alarm 
   08 auxiliary alarm  
   09  alarm end notification  
   10  low battery alarm 
   11  replace battery alarm 
   12  pushbutton connection failure alarm  
   15  AL2 input activation alarm  
   16  AL2 input deactivation alarm  
   17  IN1 input activation alarm  
   18  IN1 input deactivation alarm  
   21  external power restore notification  
   22  battery charge restore notification  
   23  alarm start notification  
   24 timer 
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LOCAL TELEPHONE USE 
The local telephone connected to the TEL e - terminals can be used to: 
- program the Helpy Compact (see chapter “Programming by 
telephone” on page 41) 
- reset a suspended alarm (see paragraph “Alarm suspension” on page 
35)  
- interrupt an alarm call in progress 
- talk to the cabin and all other speaker units installed 
- make a manual phone call 
- activate the door opener relay. 

Abortion of alarm call in progress 
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Communication with all speaker units 

 

Manual external call 
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Door opening relay activation 
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REMOTE USE 
You can call Helpy Compact remotely to: 
- programming (see “From remote phone” on page 43) 
- talk to the cabin and all other speaker units installed 
- activate the door opening relay 
- reset a suspended alarm (see “Remote reset” in paragraph “Alarm 
suspension” on page 35) 
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SIGNALS 
Device status LED ( ) 
Normal operation not in alarm 

 

Alarm  

 

Voice connection in progress  

 

Battery disconnected or low battery (max. 1-hour operation in idle state)  

 

Absence of telephone line  

 

Button fault  
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Given alarm indicator light ( yellow) 

Alarm  

 

Received alarm indicator light ( Green) 
Voice connection in progress  

 

Test call notification failed (EN 81-28:2018) 
To indicate a failed periodic test call, the Alarm sent indicator lamp and the 
Alarm registered indicator lamp flash in opposition until a subsequent 
successful test or alarm call or until a programmed input. 

Given alarm indicator light  

 

Received alarm indicator light  
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NOTES 

BATTERY REPLACEMENT 

5HL-600 / 5HL-603 

CAUTION 
When replacing the integrated backup battery, use 

only a replacement battery supplied by Esse-ti. 

 Remove the screw on the back of the Helpy Compact. 
 Unhook the cover using the tabs at the top or bottom. 
 Rotate the cover to the right paying attention to the loudspeaker 

connection cable. 
 Disconnect the battery to be replaced and connect the new one. 
 Reposition and reattach the cover paying attention to the microphone. 
 Tighten the screw on the rear side. 

EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
The manufacturer Esse-ti S.r.l. declares that the type of Helpy Compact 
equipment complies with Directives 2014/33/EU - 2014/53/EU.  
The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at:  

https://www.esse-ti.it/dichiarazioni-di-conformita 
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FAQ - TROUBLESHOOTING 
Audio 

The audio quality is not good, it is too low, it is swinging, there are 
buzzing or whistling (Larsen effect) 
 Check that the power supply of the Helpy Compact is correct and stable 

(without ripple) 
 Check that the Helpy Compact microphone hole matches a button panel 

hole and is not even partially obstructed 
 Check the correct positioning of any passive or long range speaker units 

(microphone holes must be free) 
 Check the correct connection of any passive or long range speaker units 

(all the required wires must be present and the terminals must 
correspond to what is shown in the table in chapter “CONNECTING THE 
SPEAKER UNITS” on page 19) 

 Check that the connection cables between Helpy Compact and passive 
or long range speaker unit do not pass too close to lamps or power 
cables 

 Check that the cables of the telephone line and local phone do not pass 
too close to lamps or power cables 

 Check the noise of the telephone line with a telephone  
 In case of GSM line do not place the GSM antenna near the Helpy 

Compact or the connection cables 
 Adjust volumes using code 8001 

Telephone line 
What kind of phone line can I connect to the Helpy Compact? 

 Helpy Compact is compatible with analogue phone lines, analogue 
extension of PABX, 2G/3G/4G universal gateways, ATA VoIP adapters 
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How to connect Helpy Compact in perfect safety to a home phone line? 
 Connect the incoming telephone line to the LTI terminals of the Helpy 

Compact and connect the home phones to the LTO terminals; in this 
way, in case of emergency, Helpy Compact can interrupt a possible call 
in progress by the user and send the alarm call 

Is it possible to connect Helpy Compact in parallel to a home phone line? 
 It is not recommended to connect Helpy Compact in parallel to the 

home telephone line because in the case of a line already engaged by 
the user or telephone out of place the Helpy Compact will not be able 
to send the alarm call 

Helpy Compact answers the call when you call the home phone number 
 You can disable or delay the response of the Helpy Compact via code 64; 

disabling the automatic response will no longer allow you to connect to 
the Helpy Compact remotely, even to communicate with a possible 
person trapped in the cabin; the best option is to delay the response to 
the maximum number of rings (649) 

How to connect Helpy Compact if the home phone line is a voice/data line 
(ADSL)? 
 Connect the incoming telephone line to an ADSL filter and connect the 

filter telephone output to the Helpy Compact LTI terminals 

How to connect the Helpy Compact if the home phone line is a data only 
line (e.g. fibre optics)? 
 Connect the modem/router analogue output to the Helpy Compact LTI 

terminals 

Is it safe to connect Helpy Compact to a modem, router or ATA adapter? 
 In the absence of electricity, the modem, router, ATA adapter switches 

off and the Helpy Compact alarm calls cannot be sent; the modem, 
router, ATA adapter must be equipped with emergency power or it is 
recommended to connect the Helpy Compact to a universal 2G/3G/4G 
gateway 

How to program the number when the Helpy Compact is connected to an 
extension (e.g. 401) of a PABX and the alarm call goes to another 
extension (e.g. 402) of the PABX? 
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 The number should be programmed as usual: 21 01 12 402 # 

How to program the number when the Helpy Compact is connected to an 
extension of a PABX and the alarm call goes to an external recipient? 
 Program the number by entering the external PABX line engagement 

digit (e.g. 0) and a pause (*): 21 01 12 0 * external_number # 

How to program the Helpy Compact when connected to a hot line? 
 In the case of hot lines, the Helpy Compact must not dial any phone 

number, so simply program: 21 01 12 ** # 

Indicator lamps 
The Given alarm and Received alarm indicator light in the cabin flash 
alternatively 

 The periodic test call was unsuccessful (see “Test call notification failed 
(EN 81-28:2018)” on page 107).  

Alarm procedure 
When pressing the alarm button the message “Wrong” is heard 

 No phone numbers have been stored in the Helpy Compact.  

When pressing the alarm button, the alarm does not start (the courtesy 
message is not sounded, the Given alarm indicator light remains off and 
the device status LED continues to flash slowly) 
 Check the connection of the button and the presence of the 

diode/bridge in the terminal blocks as per the connection diagrams (see 
chapter “CONNECTING THE emergency call BUTTONS” on page 20)  

Pressing the alarm button will start the alarm (the courtesy message is 
sounded, the Given alarm indicator lights up and the device status LED 
starts flashing fast), but the call does not reach the recipient 
 Check that the stored number is correct (access the programming with 

*0#, type 2101* and listen to the stored number) 
  Check the connection of the telephone line and the possibility of the 

line to call the stored number (access the programming with *0#, press 
0 to engage the telephone line, listen to the tone of the line, type the 
number to call and wait for the answer) 
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The alarm call reaches the recipient, but the line falls before the recipient 
has activated the communication 
 Check that the tone decoder is set correctly according to the country of 

use (see paragraph “Language and country of use (INST)” on page 53) 

The alarm call reaches the recipient, but the recipient is unable to 
communicate with the trapped person 
 The two-way communication mode is set using the code 

“Communication activation”; check that: 
. the caller presses the "Communication activation" digit (factory 0) 
. the digit entered corresponds to the one actually set with the code 45 
(to listen to it, access the programming with *0# and type 45*) 
. the caller's phone is able to send the digit (DTMF tones) 
. the audio is good and there are no interferences that could distort the 
digit (see “Audio” on page 109) 
. you can set the automatic communication mode (781 or 782) 

The alarm call reaches the recipient, but the audio is not good, it is too 
low, it is swinging, there are buzzing or whistling (Larsen effect) 
 See paragraph “Audio” on page 109 

The recipient of the alarm call cannot reset the alarm (at the end of the 
call the Given alarm indicator light remains on and the alarm call 
restarts)  
 Verify that: 

. the recipient of the call presses the "End of alarm” digit (factory 9) 

. the digit entered corresponds to the one actually set with code 43 (to 
listen to it, access the programming with *0# and type 43*) 
. the caller's phone is able to send the digit (DTMF tones) 
. the audio is good and there are no interferences that could distort the 
figure (see “Audio” on page 109) 

Repeated alarms 
Alarm calls start without the button being pressed (usually every 10 
minutes or when the Helpy Compact is turned on or when you exit the 
programming) 
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 Check that the programming of the alarm input type (NO or NC) 
corresponds to the buttons actually used (see paragraph “Inputs 
normally open / closed” on page 73) 

 Check that the button is not locked or faulty 
 Check that the buttons are connected as per the connection diagrams 

(see chapter “CONNECTING THE emergency call BUTTONS” on page 20) 
 The buttons integrated in the passive or long range speaker unit are 

normally open so the cabin button must be normally open if connected 
on the same input as the Helpy Compact 

Local programming 
Helpy Compact does not recognize programming codes from your local 
phone 
 Check that the wire connecting the handset to the local phone is 

correctly inserted into both the handset and the phone 
 Check that the local phone is correctly connected to the TEL and – 

terminals (as soon as the handset is raised, communication with the 
cabin must be activated) 

 Verify that the local phone sends the digits (pressing the phone buttons 
on the handset you must hear the tones) 

 Check that the audio is good and there are no interferences that could 
distort the digit (see “Audio” on page 109) 

 Try again by moving your local phone away from the Helpy Compact 
 Replace your local phone 

Remote call  
Helpy Compact does not answer incoming calls 
 Check that the Helpy Compact is not in the programming state (Helpy 

Compact remains in the local programming state for max. 30 minutes 
after the last digit is typed) 

 Verify that automatic response is not turned off (code 64 set to 0) 
 Check that the telephone line is properly connected 
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Esse-ti S.r.l. 
Via G. Capodaglio, 9 
62019 Recanati (MC) - ITALY 
Tel. +39 071 7506066 
Fax +39 071 7506057 
www.esse-ti.it 
support@esse-ti.it 
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